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Overview Cochrane Prognostic Methods Group (PMG) Workshops
PMG Workshop

Facilitators

When?

W72. Systematic reviews
of prediction modelling
studies

Karel Moons, Lotty Hooft
and Hans Reitsma

Day 1 - 23 September,
Tuesday: 13.30 to 15.00

W36. Individual
Participant Data (IPD)
Meta-analysis of
prediction modelling
studies
W60. PROBAST:
Introduction to a new risk
of bias tool for prediction
modelling studies

Thomas Debray, Hans
Reitsma and Karel Moons

Day 1 - 23 September,
Tuesday: 15.30 to 17.00

W73. Systematic reviews
of prognostic studies: a
meta-analytical approach

Thomas Debray and Karel
Moons

Robert Wolff, Penny Whiting Day 3 - 25 September,
and Karel Moons
Thursday: 13.30 to 15.00

Day 4 - 26 September,
Friday: 13.30 to 15.00

Outline of workshop

• Presentations:
–
–
–
–

Introduction to prognostic (prediction) research
Review question & objectives
Searching
Quality assessment / Critical appraisal

• Useful Tools
• Workshop aftercare

Learning objectives

• To know the main types of prognostic studies
• To understand the different aims of systematic reviews of
(prognostic) prediction modeling studies
• To describe the similarities and differences between intervention
and prediction modeling reviews
• To understand the challenges of reviews of prediction modeling
studies
• To present the key ingredients of a protocol for a systematic
review of prediction modeling studies
– except for the MA part – Friday workshop

Prediction

• Risk prediction = foreseeing / foretelling
… (probability) of something that is yet unknown
• Turn available information (predictors) into a statement
about the probability:
… diagnosis
… prognosis

What is the big difference between diagnostic and
prognostic ‘prediction’?

Diagnostic modelling study

T=0
Predictors:
- Patient characteristics
(symptoms & signs)
- Imaging tests
- Laboratory tests
- etc.

Subjects with presenting
symptoms

Cross-sectional
relationship
Outcome:
Disease present
or absent

Prognostic modelling study

Subjects in a
health state

Predictors:
- Patient characteristics
- Disease characteristics
- Imaging tests
- Biomarkers
- etc.

T=0

Longitudinal
relationship
Outcome:
Development of event Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

End of
follow-up

Prognosis in practice
• Patient:
52 year old woman with an anterior myocardial
infarction. Killip class II and diastolic blood pressure
of 60 mmHg
• What would you like to know
• as a patient?
Risk of dying within 30 days?
• as a physician? Start with treatment?

What is a prognosis?

(BMJ series 2009 (Altman, Moons, Royston, Vergouwe) + Progress series
BMJ/Plos Med 2013

In medical context: a forecast of the
course and outcome for a individual patient in
a certain health state (given a specific treatment

management)
– Not necessarily sick people

•

What will happen to me?

•

What will happen to this specific individual?

Main types of prognosis studies
PROGRESS series 2013: BMJ and Plos Med

Aim of prognostic studies may be:
•Average/overall prognosis: 'What is the most likely course
(outcome) of people with this health condition?’
•Prognostic factor(s) finding: 'Which factors are associated
with the outcome of interest?
•Prediction modeling studies: ‘What is the optimal model or
how good is a model in predicting risk?‘
•Treatment selection/predictive factors finding: ‘Does a
factor lead to different treatment effect?’
Focus this workshop: Review of prediction modeling
studies  notably prognostic models, but also applies
to diagnostic models

Question
What is the relationship/difference between predictive and
prognostic tests?
a. The terms are essentially synonymous.
b. Predictive factors are a category of prognostic factors.
c. Prognostic factors are a category of predictive factors.

Phases of Prognostic Modelling

BMJ series 2009 (Altman, Moons, Royston, Vergouwe)

1. Prediction model development studies (D)
–
–

Without external validation
With external validation in independent data

2. External model validation studies (V)
–
–

Without model updating
With model updating

3. Quantify model’s impact on doctor’s decision making
and patient outcome (cost-effectiveness)

What is the difference between 3 versus 1
and 2?

Clinical prediction models
• Presented as:
– Mathematical formula requiring computer
– Simple scoring rules (Apgar)
– Score charts / Nomograms (Framingham)

Apgar score in neonates (JAMA 1958)

 = Apgar score (0-10)

Nomogram for poor outcome in bacterial meningitis

Your disease risk

Systematic reviews (SRs)
• Applicable to all fields of medical research
– Therapeutic studies (RCTs): Cochrane Intervention Reviews
– Diagnostic accuracy studies: Cochrane Diagnostic Test Accuracy Reviews (2008)
• Both including meta-analytical approaches

– Next prognostic studies

Why SRs of prognostic studies?
(… and preferably a MA)

a. Prediction models
– Focus of today

number of
studies

1. Summaries for evidence-based practice as the #number of
prognostic studies increases per day
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b. Also biomarkers (all types  high throughput studies)

2008

Why SRs Prognostic studies?
(… and preferably a MA)
2. Most studies have varying or even conflicting results

– more prominent than in therapeutic trials

3. Relatively small studies (compared to therapeutic trials)
– Kyzas Eur J Canc 2007; > 1500 studies cancer prognostic
markers in 2005  largest just over 1000 pts.
– DM2 Models (Collins 2007) ; Cancer Models (Mallet 2010) ;
CVD prediction models (100’s)

Challenges for Prognosis Reviews
Inconsistent terminology

•
−

Poor indexing in electronic databases

•

Difficult searching

•

Observational study designs
−

Many difference s in designs & modeling approaches

•

Critical appraisal and data collection issues

•

Meta Analysis

But: SR methods now available  4 PMG workshops

Conducting a systematic review: 7 steps

1.

Well-formulated review question (PICO)

2.

Extensive search for studies

3.

Objective selection of studies

4.

Objective extraction of data

5.

Critical appraisal of methodological quality

6.

Synthesis of data (meta-analysis)

7.

Conclusions and recommendations
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Conducting a systematic reviews: Step 1
SR elements

Intervention

Prognosis

Well formulated
review question

PICO

PICOTS
Outcomes: factors
associated with certain
health condition

Outcomes:
effectiveness and
harm of specific
treatment
Extensive search
Selection &
Data extraction
Critical appraisal of
methodological
quality
Data syntheses
(meta-analysis)
Interpretation of
results

Single factor or prediction
model (different phases)

Well-formulated review question (PICO)

Different clinical questions possible  different
aims of SR of prediction models?
Can you give some clinically relevant prognostic
model review questions?
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Well-formulated review question (PICO)
– How good is predictive performance of specific model
for specific target population
• Predictive performance Framingham risk model / GAIL model

- Review all existing models for specific target population
• all models for developing D2M ; for CVD consequences of DM2;
for consequences after breast cancer; after cardiac surgery

– Review on added predictive value of specific
predictor/biomarker/test to a specific model
• Adding CRP to Framingham risk score; D-dimer to Wells Rule
• Adding imaging results to ‘basic risk scores’ (cancer models)
25

Well-formulated review question (PICO)
– Review all models for specific outcome in specific target
population
- Models predicting fatal/non-fatal CHD in general population;
models predicting stroke in general population;
- Models predicting survival after cardiac surgery ; predicting
Length of stay after cardiac surgery ; predicting QoL after
surgery

– Review all existing models in a particular clinical field
• e.g. all models for any CVD outcome in general population ; all
developed models in obstetrics ; cancer in past 2 years
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1. Developing a prognostic model
2. Validate the model in other subjects
3. Update existing model to local situation
4. Quantify model’s impact on doctor’s decision
making and patient outcome (cost-effectiveness)

•

To identify all CVD prediction models that can be applied to people with
type 2 diabetes and subsequently, assess their internal and external
validation, and impact on patient outcomes

•

Title: Prediction models for the risk of cardiovascular disease

in patients with type 2 diabetes: a systematic review

•

To identify all CVD prediction models that can be applied to people with
type 2 diabetes and subsequently, assess their internal and external
validation, and impact on patient outcomes

•

Title: Prediction models for the risk of cardiovascular disease

in patients with type 2 diabetes: a systematic review

•
•

Medline searched from 1966 to 1 April 2011.
Inclusion criteria
–
–

–

Model had to predict the occurrence cardiovascular
disease in people with type 2 diabetes
However, when model was designed for use in general
population but included diabetes as a predictor
Study described the development, validation or impact
assessment

Considerations for framing the review question:
CHARMS checklist Moons et al (Plos Med 2014)
Item
1. Prognostic versus diagnostic
prediction model
2. Intended scope of the review

Comments and examples

3. Type of prediction modelling
studies

Define the type of prediction modelling studies to include. Examples of study types (Box 1):
Prediction model development without external validation in independent data
Prediction model development with external validation in independent data
External model validation, possibly with model updating

4. Target population to whom the
prediction model applies
5. Outcome to be predicted

Define the target population relevant to the review scope. Examples:
Women with diagnosed breast cancer
Healthy adult men in the general population

6. Time span of prediction

Define over what specific time period the outcome is predicted (prognostic models only).
Example:
Event within a specific time interval, such as event within 3 months, 1 year or 10 years

7. Intended moment of using the
model

The systematic review may focus on models to be used at a specific moment in time.
Examples:
Models to be used at the moment of diagnosis of a particular disease
Models to be used preoperatively to predict the risk of postoperative complications
Models to be used in asymptomatic adults to detect undiagnosed diabetes mellitus type 2

Define whether the aim is to review models to predict:
Future events: prognostic prediction models
Current (disease) status: diagnostic prediction models
Define intended scope of the review and intended purpose of the models reviewed in it.
Examples:
Models to inform physicians’ therapeutic decision making
Models to inform referral to or withholding from invasive diagnostic testing

Define the outcome of interest to be predicted:
Specific future event, such as a fatal or non-fatal coronary heart disease
Specific diagnostic target disease, such as presence of lung embolism

Well-formulated review question (PICO)
• Considerations for framing review aim (based on CHARMS checklist)
PICOTS
Population

Intervention

Define target population to whom the prediction model applies
Define type of prediction modelling studies to include (note
different modeling phases)
Define intended scope of SR and intended purpose of the models
reviewed (see different aims)

Comparator

Different models for predicting the same outcome (or non-issue)

Outcomes

Define outcome to be predicted (e.g. single or composite outcome)

Timing

Define over what specific time period the outcome is predicted

Setting

Intended moment of using the prediction model;
Who will use the model; how will it be used

•
•

Medline searched from 1966 to 1 April 2011.
Inclusion criteria
–

Model had to predict the occurrence cardiovascular
disease in people with type 2 diabetes
– However, when model was designed for use in general
population but included diabetes as a predictor
– Study described the development, validation or impact
assessment
Exercise:
define review question + PICOTS (see

slide)

nex

Recall: Well-formulated review question (PICO)
Population
Intervention

Define target population to whom the prediction model
applies
Define type of prediction modelling studies to include (note
different modeling phases)
Define intended scope of SR and intended purpose of the
models reviewed

Comparator

Different models for predicting same outcome (or non-issue)

Outcomes

Define outcome to be predicted (e.g. single or composite
outcome)

Timing

Define over what specific time period the outcome is
predicted
Intended moment of using the prediction model;

Setting

Who will use the model; how will it be used

Practice question: Examples of PICOTS
Examples
Population



Women with diagnosed breast cancer



Healthy adult men in the general population

Examples


Prediction model development without external validation



Prediction model development with external validation in independent data



External model validation, possibly with model updating

Intervention
Examples

Outcomes



Models to inform physicians’ therapeutic decision making



Models to inform referral to or withholding from invasive diagnostic testing

Examples


Specific future event, such as a fatal or non-fatal coronary heart disease

Example
Timing

Event within a specific time interval, such as event within 3 months, 1 year or
10 years



Examples
Setting



Models used preoperatively to predict risk of postoperative complications



Models used in asymptomatic adults to detect undiagnosed DM2

Conducting a systematic reviews: Step 2
SR elements

Intervention

Prognosis

Well formulated question

Extensive search

Selection &
Data extraction
Critical appraisal of
methodological quality

Data syntheses
(meta-analysis)

Use of methodological Filters of limited use
filter
Study design: RCT,
Study design: RCT,
observational (cohort,
observational studies case control)
(cohort, case control)

Extensive search
• A single study can address various aims
–
–
–
–

Development one or more model
Validation/comparison different models
Incremental predictive value of a specific factor/marker
Models for various outcomes

• Addressed by RCTs, large cohort studies, nested
case-control studies, registry studies
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Identifying relevant publications

•

No optimal, reliable methods for searching the literature for
prognostic information
–

•

As for RCTs and Diagnostic Test Accuracy Studies

A few published
–
–
–
–

Altman DG (2001): single prognostic factors
Wong SS (2003): very generic
Ingui BJ (2001): prediction models
Geersing (2012): validation Ingui (2001) and updated (new) search
strategy

Geersing et al 2012
Conclusions
•

Available search strategies for prediction research good in
retrieving “Prediction modelling studies (Se 0.78 to 0.89)

•
•

Less value in retrieving “Predictor Finding” and “Prediction
Model Impact Studies”
“

•

Strategy for “Predictor Finding” studies still sub-optimal

Recommendations for SRs
(Geersing 2012)
0. define aim of SR (model development, validation, updating, predictor
finding, model impact studies):
1. perform Medline based search using a search strategy, e.g. Geersing or
Ingui strategy, combined with subject matter queries;
2. search other databases, such as EMBASE, Cochrane, or even a “Google
(Scholar) search”;
3. perform cross-reference checking search on all retrieved articles;
4. contact experts in the field for additional articles;
5. be transparent in flow-chart figure (# papers found by search versus hand
versus experts etc.)

Ad. Reporting biases: trials
• statistically significant, ‘positive’ results more likely to be
published…
• …therefore more likely to be included in your review
− leads to exaggerated effects
− large studies likely to be published anyway, so small studies
most likely to be affected towards positive results
− non-significant results are as important to your review as
significant results

Question: What are possible effects of reporting bias
in SR of prognosis studies?

Answer
− Many reports support only when a predictor was
indeed associated with the outcome
− It is difficult to find reports where the predictor was not
significant in the multivariable model
− Seldom see a model published with poor predictive
accuracy
− Perhaps validation studies of existing (well known) model

Conducting a systematic reviews: Step 3
SR elements

Intervention

Prognosis

Well formulated question

Extensive search

Selection &
Data extraction
Critical appraisal of
methodological quality

Data syntheses
(meta-analysis)

Interpretation of results

Two persons, independently; clear criteria;
documentation

Study selection
• Selecting studies involves judgement, and is highly
influential on the outcomes of the review
• Two (or more…) reviewers, independently
– minimizing bias
– pilot selection on a few papers first: substantial
variation
– how will disagreements be managed

• Examine titles and abstracts
– often many hits >10.000 hits

• Retrieve and examine full text reports
– time consuming
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• Flow of included/excluded studies
− References
− Author contact details

• Extraction of characteristics/data of included studies +
Critical appraisal
• PICOTS elements  CHARMS (Plos Med 2014)

Conducting a systematic reviews: Step 5
SR elements

Intervention

Prognosis

Main items:
randomization;
allocation
concealment,
outcome assessment,
dropouts/withdrawals

CHARMS (2014)

Well formulated question

Extensive search

Selection &
Data extraction

Critical appraisal
quality
+
Risk of Bias
assessment

Data syntheses
(meta-analysis)

PROBAST (2015)
Main items: Same +
prediction modeling
specific issues

Critical Appraisal + RoB: instruments
•

Reviewers usually developed their own (or do not appraise
at all)
– Hayden (Ann Int Med 2006+2013) 163 SRs about prognosis
– Less than 50% adequately addressed/checked relevant sources of
bias

•

Prognostic factor/predictor finding studies
– RoB tool : QUIPS  J Haydn, Ann Int Med 2006 + 2013

•

Prediction modelling (development and validation)
– Critiical Appraisal: CHARMS -- Plos Med 2014 – Review design
formulation + data extraction
– RoB: PROBAST – 2015/2016  other Workshop

Critical Appraisal

Domains in CHARMS checklist
Domains to extract in SRs of Prediction Modeling studies
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Source of data
Participants
Outcome(s) to be predicted
Candidate predictors (or index tests)
Sample size
Missing data
Model development
Model performance
Model evaluation
Results

Critical Appraisal

Key issues in CHARMS checklist
•

Source of data
•

•

e.g. cohort, case-control, randomized trial participants, or registry data

Participants
•
•

•
•

•

•

Definition and method for measurement of outcome
Was the same outcome definition (and method for measurement) used in all
patients?
Type of outcome (e.g. single or combined endpoints)
Was the outcome assessed without knowledge of the candidate predictors (i.e.
blinded)?
Were candidate predictors part of the outcome (e.g. in panel or consensus
diagnosis)?
Time of outcome occurrence or summary of duration of follow-up

Critical Appraisal

Key issues in CHARMS checklist
•

Outcome(s) to be predicted
•

•
•

•
•

•

Number and type of predictors (e.g. demographics, patient history, physical
examination, additional testing, disease characteristics)
Definition and method for measurement of candidate predictors
Timing of predictor measurement (e.g. at patient presentation, at diagnosis, at
treatment initiation)
Were predictors assessed blinded for outcome, and for each other (if relevant)?
Handling of predictors in the modelling (e.g. continuous, linear, non-linear
transformations or categorised)

Candidate predictors (or index tests)
•
•

Number of participants and number of events
Number of events in relation to the number of candidate predictors (Events Per
Variable)

Critical Appraisal

Key issues in CHARMS checklist
•

Missing data
•
•
•

•

Number of participants with any missing value (include predictors and outcomes)
Number of participants with missing data for each predictor
Handling of missing data (e.g. complete-case analysis, imputation, or other
methods)

Model development
•

•
•

•

•

Modelling method (e.g. logistic, survival, neural networks, or machine learning
techniques)
Modelling assumptions satisfied
Method for selection of predictors for inclusion in multivariable modelling (e.g. all
candidate predictors, pre-selection based on unadjusted association with the
outcome)
Method for selection of predictors during multivariable modelling (e.g. full model
approach, backward or forward selection) and criteria used (e.g. p-value, Akaike
Information Criterion)
Shrinkage of predictor weights or regression coefficients (e.g. no shrinkage,
uniform shrinkage, penalized estimation)

Critical Appraisal

Key issues in CHARMS checklist
•

Model performance
•

•

•

Calibration (calibration plot, calibration slope, Hosmer-Lemeshow test) and
Discrimination (C-statistic, D-statistic, log-rank) measures with confidence
intervals
Classification measures (e.g. sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, net
reclassification improvement) and whether a-priori cut points were used

Model evaluation
•

•

Method used for testing model performance: development dataset only (random
split of data, resampling methods e.g. bootstrap or cross-validation, none) or
separate external validation (e.g. temporal, geographical, different setting, different
investigators)
In case of poor validation, whether model was adjusted or updated (e.g. intercept
recalibrated, predictor effects adjusted, or new predictors added)

Critical Appraisal

Key issues in CHARMS checklist
•

Results
•
•
•

Final and other multivariable models (e.g. basic, extended, simplified) presented,
including predictor weights or regression coefficients, intercept, baseline survival,
model performance measures (with standard errors or confidence intervals)
Any alternative presentation of the final prediction models, e.g. sum score,
nomogram, score chart, predictions for specific risk subgroups with performance
Comparison of the distribution of predictors (including missing data) for
development and validation datasets

Conducting a systematic reviews: Step 6
SR elements

Intervention

Prognosis

Effect measures: RD,
RR, mean difference

Various effect
measures: C-index ;
calibration statistics;
NRI

Well formulated question

Extensive search

Selection &
Data extraction
Critical appraisal of
methodological quality

Data syntheses
(meta-analysis)

Interpretation of results

Meta-analysis of prediction models
Two types
1. In case no own (validation) IPD set – aggregate data
only: 2 cases
1.

2.

MA of a specific prediction model across multiple ‘modelvalidation-studies’
MA of a specific predictor when added to a specific
model across multiple ‘added-value-studies’

2. In case own (validation) IPD set – combination of
aggregate and IPD
Other PMG Workshops

Conducting a systematic reviews: Step 7
SR elements

Intervention

Prognosis

Well formulated question

Extensive search

Selection &
Data extraction
Critical appraisal quality
+ Risk of Bias

Data syntheses
(meta-analysis)

Interpretation of
results

Effective and relevant? Average Model
Performance;
Average added value;
Which model predicts
best?

Interpretation of results
CHARMS checklist

• Interpretation of presented models
– confirmatory, i.e. model useful for practice or exploratory,
i.e. more research needed

• Comparison with other studies, discussion of
generalizability of model; strengths and limitations.

Take home message

• To know the main types of ‘prediction studies’
• To understand the different aims of systematic reviews of
prediction modeling studies
• To describe the similarities and differences between intervention
and prediction modeling reviews
• To understand the challenges of reviews of prediction modeling
studies
• To develop structure of a protocol for a systematic review of
prediction modeling studies (except for the MA part – next
workshop)

Handy Tools/Papers
• CHARMS paper
• TRIPOD paper
• PROBAST –Robert Wolff
• Cochrane PMG protocol template
– PMG Coordinator: Alexandra Hendry
(Alexandra.Hendry@sswahs.nsw.gov.au)

Workshop aftercare
• Questions about workshop?
• Assistant needed with review of studies of prognosis
studies?
• Please contact:
– PMG Coordinator: Alexandra Hendry
(Alexandra.Hendry@sswahs.nsw.gov.au)
– PMG Co-convenor: Karel Moons
(K.G.M.Moons@umcutrecht.nl)

